There are several factors to consider when selecting reinforcers for your students. First, is the reinforcer too expensive? Does the student have a dietary restriction that would prevent you from using a particular edible reinforce? Is the reinforce something that the student will become quickly satiated with, meaning will the student get sick of it quickly? Is the reinforcer possibly dangerous for the student or others if delivered? Is the reinforce something that might spoil or become contaminated if left out? Also, is it too hard to deliver the reinforcer quickly and easily? For example, if you have a student that loves computer time, but each time the student gets a math question correct the student will want 5 minutes on the computer, which could lead to math time taking quite a while. Or if out in the community and the student performs a target behavior correctly, how will you provide the student computer time for reinforcement? Finally, is the reinforce something that is too fragile that if upon delivery of the reinforcer, the student damages it. Again, these are questions that you should consider when identifying a particular reinforce for a particular student.